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	Teach Yourself VISUALLY iPhone 5s and iPhone 5c, 9781118661031 (1118661036), Visual, 2013

	Get the latest on all the new iPhone features with this easy-to-read visual guide


	Whether you're experienced with using the iPhone or new to the iPhone family, this practical guide provides you with clear visual instructions on how to use your new iPhone 5s or 5c. More than 500 color illustrations, combined with easy-to-follow explanations, get you up and running by clearly showing you how to do everything. Discover how to access and download books, apps, music, and video, as well as send photos, sync with your other Apple devices, edit movies on your phone, and effectively use the current OS.

	
		Walks you through all the exciting new features and capabilities of the iPhone 5s and 5c and the latest version of the OS - iOS 7
	
		Details sending photos and e-mails, editing movies, and syncing with other Apple devices and services
	
		Explains how to access and download books, apps, songs, and videos
	
		Includes more than 500 full-color screen shots to reinforce your visual learning of the iPhone



	Teach Yourself VISUALLY iPhone 5s and iPhone 5c is the ultimate visual guide to the latest features and capabilities of your iPhone.
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Standard Handbook of Machine DesignMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	The definitive machine design handbook for mechanical engineers, product designers, project engineers, design engineers, and manufacturing engineers covers every aspect of machine construction and operation. The 3rd edition of the Standard Handbook of Machine Design will be redesigned to meet the challenges of a new mechanical engineering...


		

Handbook of Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology, Second EditionCRC Press, 2007
Retaining the comprehensive and in-depth approach that cemented the bestselling first edition's place as a standard reference in the field, the Handbook of Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology, Second Edition features new and updated material that keeps it at the vanguard of today's most dynamic and rapidly growing field. Iconic experts Robert...

		

Economics for the Rest of Us: Debunking the Science that Makes Life DismalNew Press, 2009

	Why do contemporary economists consider food subsidies in starving countries, rent control in rich cities, and health insurance everywhere "inefficient"? Why do they feel that corporate executives deserve no less than their multimillion-dollar "compensation" packages and workers no more than their meager wages? Here is a...





	

Sams Teach Yourself Mac OS X Panther All In OneSams Publishing, 2003
Sams Teach Yourself Mac OS X Panther All in One is designed to teach, in one big book, the new Mac user how to easily work with his hardware, his operating system, and all the applications he is likely to want to use to work with digital media. The book does not assume the reader wants to learn how to use just one product, but covers multiple...

		

Learn Hardware Firmware and Software DesignO G Popa, 2005
LHFSD is a book unlike any other! It covers the title topics in an incredible manner, and everything WORKS! --Corollary Theorems May, 2005     

       This book is a Practical Design Project and it contains 3 Parts:  1.Hardware Design guides the reader towards building the LHFSD PCB with a Microchip dsPIC30F4011 microcontroller running...

		

Psychosocial Aspects of Pediatric OncologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	This book is a comprehensive text on the all important psychosocial aspects of cancer in children. Edited by an experienced psycho oncologist and an equally experienced pediatric oncologist, the book brings together an international group of contributors composed of pediatric oncologists and psychologists/psycho oncologists. This unique...
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